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Jez Rose
The Behaviour Expert
Available For:

•
•
•
•

Keynote Speaking
Motivational Speaking
Workshops
Hosting & Presenting

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

About
Jez Rose is a leading behaviourist and best-selling author of the “Be a Purple Banana”. Jez has over 10 years
experience working with individuals, teams and the world's leading brands, helping them to positively transform
behaviour.
From humble beginnings working as a comedy entertainer and stand-up comedian, Jez Rose has incorporated his
comic flair to create humorous and engaging training presentations on behaviour change, customer service and
effective leadership. His unique approach to teaching behaviour strategy has translated to best-selling books,
video training programmes, events, workshops and online training courses.
Jez has been accredited for his leadership training by the Institute of Leadership Management and is also a faculty
member of the global Unite University and co-founder of the National Institute for Training Excellence based in
London.
As a leading authority in the area of behaviour change, Jez Rose has featured as a guest on multiple radio and
television programs such as: BBC Breakfast; Extraordinary People for The Discovery Channel; LBC's Nick Ferrari
show; Loose Lips with Melinda Messenger; The Big Breakfast on Channel 4 with Melanie Sykes and Ben Shephard;
BBC Radio 2 with Jeremy Vine; BBC Radio 4's Word of Mouth with Michael Rosen; BBC Radio 4's All in the Mind
with Dr. Raj Persaud; QVC and his own show for ITV1: Jez Rose All in Your Mind.
Through his High Performance Live! events, Jez has conducted more than 1,000 workshops and seminars and
speaks to more than 150 organisations each year around the world. In 2014 he was invited to speak at one of the
renowned TEDx conferences in England.
Some of Jez's clients include: Philips, 3663, Boehringer Ingelheim, Old Mutual Wealth, Carillion, Xerox, Dell, Pfizer,
Fullers, KPMG, Volkswagen, Microsoft, Wella, Swinton, Marriott, Vodafone and many more.
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It was absolutely amazing and really hit
the spot. The pace, energy and
enthusiasm was fantastic and you
focused on a number of key items. Many
of our managers have already given us
lots of great feedback after the session.
They have emphasised how useful they
found the content, how much they
enjoyed it and how much they
appreciated your informal, enthusiastic
and humorous presentation style.

Thank you for making us think, and
laugh; for taking our conference to a
next level (up that is). You were amazing
and absolutely spot on. Big thank you - a
6 star top performance.
Joanna, Managing Director, Philips UK

Sarah, Human Resources Director,
Sodexo





Having hosted a large number of
conferences and events I understand
how critical it is to have the perfect
blend of speakers and motivational /
inspirational guests. I have to say that
Jez tops the bill and was an outstanding
component of the essensys conference
this year. His delivery was unique,
hilarious, purposeful and was received
fantastically by EVERYONE I spoke to. I
cannot recommend Jez highly
enough.....superb

Everyone is still raving about you and
asking for more! I have never known
anyone to be so inspirational and able to
appeal to everyone in the room. I have
already started to implement changes
based on how I work. Thank you for quite
simply 'getting us' and understanding
our needs.

Michael, Managing Director, essensys

Debbie, Learning and Development
Manager, UK Pharmaceutical Company

Books and DVD's

TAGS FOR JEZ ROSE

Stand up Comedian

Leadership

Corporate Culture

TED Speakers

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

Psychology & Behaviour

Change Management

